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View from the Leaway, The Odd Guide on Food and Nature by Gayle Chong Kwan, 2016, copyright of the artist and Create London.
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This guide is intended to inspire new artistic
and cultural activity along the Leaway informed
by the historic legacy of the River Lea. The
cultural history of the River is hugely significant
to London, and this document proposes ways
to share this story with communities locally and
nationally through a series of cultural projects
and artist commissions
The River Lea was once the agricultural,
industrial and maritime powerhouse of London.
As the new Leaway route launches, parts of the
River Lea will become accessible to the public
for the first time in decades. Local authorities,
cultural organisations, landowners, developers
and other stakeholders are key to ensuring
that the Leaway supports new opportunities
for communities and celebrates the important
historic and contemporary narratives of the
River Lea.
This curatorial document is intended for these
key stakeholders who have a duty to continue
celebrating and telling the stories of the River
Lea, and sharing it with a wider audience. It
is hoped this guide will act as a catalyst from
which ideas and approaches can be adapted to
fit the objectives of a particular commissioner,
community or site. It provides a springboard
for future activity including potential audience
development, community engagement and
press and communications for the Leaway.
Proposed activity ranges from long-term
community engagement to high profile
permanent art commissions and bold and
engaging public festivals.
The proposals are meant to be ambitious, to
match the scale of change taking place on the
Leaway. Whilst stakeholders are encouraged to
be brave and to embrace this scale of ambition,
it is important to note that they are given as a
starting point and could be adapted, modified
and serialized in a number of ways.
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This document is formed of two sections:
1	The Objects that Tell the Stories:
Historical Inspiration
•	This section brings together a list
of contemporary and historical
facts and ephemera that illustrate
the incredible story of the River
Lea. They tell a story of maritime
endeavor, industrial development,
revolutions in public health,
social struggle and emancipation,
immigration, creative energy,
agricultural innovation and
environmental change.
•	This section could be used as
inspiration for artists or as a starting
point for a new project based on
particular place or story from the
Leaway’s rich heritage.
2	Continuing the Story: Proposals for
Projects and Commissions
•	This section presents a series of
proposals for how these objects
and histories could be shared
through artistic and cultural activity
commissioned for the public sphere.
These are intended to be indicative
of ways to commission new activity.
•	These proposals could be used as
the starting point for a brief or tender
to deliver one of these projects,
or as a way to start conversations
with other partners, such as
landowners, local authorities and
local communities to deliver projects
along the Leaway.
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SECTION
ONE
THE OBJECTS THAT TELL THE STORIES:
HISTORICAL INSPIRATION
The cultural history of the River Lea is reflected
in objects and ephemera such as painted text,
official documents and photographs resulting
from generations of human activity. This section
reveals some of the objects and stories that
most evocatively tell the many cultural
narratives that have played out along the
River Lea, arranged in chronological order.
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6000
—
9000BC
© Museum of London

Selection of early mesolithic flint tools
In the 1920’s archeologists found flint tools, animal remains and dwelling
materials beneath the Lea Valley peat; evidence of a Mesolithic stone-age
site from between 6000-9000BC. Those early hunter-gatherers probably
came to Britain over the land bridge that linked England and France over
6000 years ago.

© Museum of London

200
—
400AD
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White marble sarcophagus, 200-400 AD
This Roman sarcophagus was found in Lower Clapton and is evidence of
Roman settlements along the River Lea. One side is decorated with a
portrait bust depicting the deceased. The Latin inscription reads ‘Gaius
Etruscus set this up to his dearest Atia for her merits’.
The name of the River Lea is first seen recorded in the 9th Century and is
believed to derive from the Celtic word ‘lug’ meaning ‘bright or light’.

1110AD

Bow Flyover, site of the bridge built for Queen Matilda in 1110
In 1110, Queen Matilda, Wife of Henry I, tripped over the ford as she was
walking to Barking Abbey. Consequently she ordered a bow-shaped, three
arched bridge to be built over the River Lea. It is said that this is where the
name ‘Bow’ originates. This is thought to have been the first stone-arched
bridge in London. It no longer exists today but the bow-shaped Bow
Flyover now exists on this site.
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© Gayle Chong Kwan

1135AD
01
Three Mills
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The House Mill
Langthorne Abbey founded in 1135 and one of the largest Cistercian
monasteries in England, began to reclaim marshland around the River
Lea. In the Middle Ages there was corn growing there and cattle grazing,
orchards, market gardens, slaughterhouses and bakeries. The Abbey
acquired three mills and supplied flour to bakers for the City of London.
Modern food production continues today at what is now known as
Three Mills, including coffee roasters, cake shops and pre-prepared
food production. Today the House Mill is the largest surviving tidepowered mill in Britain.

Artwork from University of Toronto Wenceslaus Hollar Digital Collection, copyright free.

1570AD

Engraving of John Tradescant the elder by Wenceslas Hollar
Leaving from East India Dock, John Tradescant the Elder (1570-1638) and
John Tradescant the Younger (1608-1662) undertook journeys to the Low
Countries, France, Algiers, Russia and the New World to collect botanical
samples. The Tradescants collected new plants and propagated them for
their own use and distribution. Their activities marked the beginning of the
movement of edible plants around the planet.

02
East India Dock
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1570AD

Northern pike
The River Lea has been a source of food since medieval times. Fish weirs
existed in the Middle Ages and in 2013 the River Lea Angler’s Club was
founded. The most commonly known species include carp, chub, bream,
roach, tench, rudd, perch, pike, dace, gudgeon and bleak.

17TH CENTURY

© World History Archive / Alamy

William Kempe
In 1600 Will Kempe, a leading Shakespearean actor, crossed the
River Lea over Queen Matilda’s bridge on his 9-day Morris Dance from
Stepney to Norwich.
William Kempe (died 1603), commonly referred to as Will Kemp, was
an English actor and dancer specialising in comic roles and best known
for having been one of the original players in early dramas by William
Shakespeare. Despite his fame as a performer he appears to have
died unregarded and in poverty circa 1603.
12
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© Museum of London

17TH CENTURY

Detail of plague broadsheet comprising nine scenes
relating to the 1665 plague
During The Great Plague of 1665-1666 bargemen from Ware in
Hertfordshire transported fresh water and food into the City along the
River Lea, at great risk to their health. They were later given the ‘Freedom
of the River Thames’ to acknowledge their personal sacrifice.
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Male and Female Gardener, Bow Porcelain Factory, circa 1762, no copyright

18 TH CENTURY
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Male and Female Gardener
In 1749 The Bow Porcelain Manufactory of New Canton was set-up
in Bow by the River Lea by a young Irish painter named Thomas Frye,
with the support of the powerful Peers family – owners of the East India
Company. Frye made is possible to produce porcelain form bone ash
and to compete with international imports that were expensive and
difficult to transport.

1806

19 TH CENTURY

East India dock looking south towards the River Thames

19 TH CENTURY

02
East India Dock

East and India Dock Company Policeman’s Truncheon © Museum of London

Policeman’s truncheon
In 1803 an Act of Parliament set-up The East India Dock Company,
promoted by the Honourable East India Company. Between 1803-1806
the East India Dock was built. The company rapidly became immensely
profitable through its trade in commodities such as tea, spices, indigo,
silk and Persian carpets. The tea trade alone was worth £30m a year.
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© Museum of London

19 TH CENTURY
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Asian seamen in the port of London 1908

19 TH CENTURY

© Museum of London
Illustrated London news 1909 referring to London’s Chinese community in Limehouse

Roast Sucking-Pig and Whisky for the Dead
The use of Lascars started in the early days of the East India Company
dating back to the 17th century on merchant ships trading with Britain.
‘Lascar’ was a name given by Europeans to describe non-European
sailors. Lascars came from the Indian Subcontinent, Africa and the Middle
East most notably from China, Japan and Eastern India (now Bangladesh).
The sickness and death rate amongst British seamen working for the East
India Company was high during the long voyages and many deserted
ships as it took three to four months to travel from England. Lascars were
employed to replace most of them. They were employed ferrying cargoes
containing tea, sugar, coffee, silk, cotton, spices and porcelain.
Many Lascars were mistreated and died of heat stroke, exhaustion,
malnutrition and disease. This prompted many Lascars to jump ship in
British ports. The majority of these Lascars, uneducated and unwanted,
eked out existences as street sweepers, peddlers and even beggars in
London’s dockland areas of Shadwell, Wapping and Poplar. Many Chinese
settlers remained in Limehouse and by the 1900’s the area was known as
London’s Chinatown.
Lascars were ill equipped for the cold weather in England. This prompted
the founding of the Strangers home in West India Dock Road, Limehouse,
in London by The Society for the Protection of Asian Sailors, a missionary
group, in June 1857.
Most of these sailors settled in London and married local white English
wives. This was seen as unacceptable and a disgrace to society. Some
missionaries referred to the growing Lascar population as “The Asiatic in
England” and “The East in The West.”
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19 TH CENTURY

http://muslimmuseum.org.uk/sake-dean-mahomed-and-the-first-indian-restaurant/

Sake Dean Mahomed
Sake Dean Mahomed was born in 1759 in Bengal and went on to become
a Captain of the East India Company. In 1810 he founded Britain’s first
Indian restaurant the Hindoostanee Coffee House in George Street,
near Portman Square in Central London, serving Hookha with real Chilm
tobacco and Indian-style dishes.
Until 200 years ago the River Lea was largely rural and was described in
Hoflands Angler’s Guide in 1848 as a river running through “a beautiful
pastoral country adorned with villages through parks and meadows
containing countless hers of cattle and flocks of sheep”.
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1832 ©Trustees of the British Museum

19 TH CENTURY
03
Harper Twelve Trees

Bow Bridge
Until the middle of the 20th Century London’s earliest health and building
controls stopped at the River Lea which led to a lack of regulation and
encouraged the growth of noxious industries and services. Harper
Twelvetrees was a 19th Century entrepreneur, industrialist and
philanthropist who set-up the Harper Twelvetrees Imperial Chemical
Works. Here activity included the production of soap and washing
powders, pale soaps and perfumed toilet soaps which involved the
boiling of bones in order to produce soap. This is now the site of the
Bromley-By-Bow Tesco Store.
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1854 © Newham Archives and Local Studies Library

19 TH CENTURY

04
Thames Ironworks and
Shipbuilding Company
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Mare & Co’s Shipbuilding Works (later Thames Ironworks)
The Ditchburn and Mare Shipbuilding Company was founded in 1837
and went on in 1857 to be names The Thames Ironworks and Shipbuilding
Company located on the Canning Town side of the River Lea where it
meets the Thames. In the 19th century the British shipbuilding industry
was the largest in the world. Between 1892 and 1894 British yards
produced more than four-fifths of the world’s commercial ships and
many were built at the Thames Ironworks and Shipbuilding Company Ltd.
The ironworks was one of the largest employers in east London, and it
survived until 1912 when it finally succumbed to competition from
northern shipyards.

© National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London

19 TH CENTURY
05

Trinity Buoy Wharf
Trinity Buoy Wharf is at the confluence of the River Thames and the River
Lea and is the site of the only lighthouse in London. In the early nineteenth
century the site was used as a maintenance depot, and storage facility for
the many buoys that aided navigation on the Thames and as a wharf for
repairing lightships. The original lighthouse was built by the engineer
of Trinity House, James Walker, in 1852, and was demolished in the late
1920s. The surviving lighthouse was built in 1864-6 by James Douglass
for Trinity House.

Trinity Buoy Wharf
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19 TH CENTURY

06
Abbey Mills
Pumping Station
© Museum of London The Abbey Mills Pumping Station (1865-68)

Metropolitan main drainage
The Abbey Mills Pumping Station (1865-68) was built at the site of the
former Stratford Langthorne Abbey. In response to ‘The Great Stink’ of
1858 when hot weather exacerbated the smell of untreated human waste
and industrial effluent on the banks of the River Thames, the engineer
Joseph Bazalgette proposed a sewage system to move effluent away
from the metropolitan area. It was architecturally very extravagant and has
come to be known as the ‘cathedral of sewage’. The same sewage system
operates today servicing a city of 8 million people. Peter Ackroyd the
historian argues that Bazalgette should be considered a hero of London.

19 TH CENTURY

In 1872 the House Mill at Three Mills, once owned by Stratford Langthorne
Abbey, was purchased by gin distillers J&W Nicholson & Co of
Clerkenwell, producing Lamplighter Gin. Distilling stopped in 1941
during WW2 rationing shortages.
In the nineteenth century smells of boiling bones, coriander, lime,
cinnamon, flour and sewage would have prevailed along the River Lea.

07
The House Mill
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19 TH CENTURY

Extract from the article White Slavery in London published in
Annie Besant’s campaigning newspaper The Link, A Journal
for the Servants of Man, Issue no. 21 (23 June 1888)

19 TH CENTURY

The Bryant and May Match Factory Packaging
Annie Besant, a social reformer and campaigner for women’s rights,
published the article White Slavery in London in 1888. Based on accounts
she collected from the match girls, it drew attention to inhumane working
conditions at the Bryant and May match factory.

08
Bryant and May Factory

09
Poplar Gasworks

The Match Girls’ Strike at the Bryant and May Match Factory took place
in the same year. After three weeks of strike action and negotiation Bryant
and May conceded to the Matchgirls’ demands and they formed the
largest female union in the country The Union of Women Matchworkers.
The Star newspaper described the match girls’ victory as ‘a turning point
in the history of our industrial development’.
One sunny morning on 31 March 1889, a large, enthusiastic crowd of
workers from Poplar Gasworks assembled outside Beckton Gas Works.
Will Thorne described the atmosphere as ‘electric’. Standing on an old
van for a platform, he gave a speech to encourage men who had just
finished working eighteen hour shifts, enduring deadly working conditions,
to form a union. Together they formed The National Union of Gas Workers
and General Labourers that soon had 20,000 members, and together they
successfully petitioned for an eight-hour working day.

A Curatorial Approach for the River Lea
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19 TH CENTURY

10
West India Dock Gate

General Strike – South Side Central Committee 1889
“We were driven into a shed, iron-barred from end to end, outside which
a contractor or foreman walk up and down with the air of a dealer in a
cattle market, picking and choosing from a crowd of men, who, in their
eagerness to obtain employment, trample each other underfoot, and
where like beasts they fight for the chance of a day’s work.” Ben Tillett,
Memories and Reflections (1931).
On Monday 12 August 1889, at a mass meeting at the West India Dock
Gates dock workers agreed with a unanimous show of hands to form a
union and not to go back to work unless their pay was raised by one
penny and that no one should be taken on to work for less than four
hours. As a result of The Great Dock Strike, the world’s largest port was
brought to a standstill and action spread across east London to other
major employers including the Thames Ironworks and Shipbuilding
Company. After five weeks on strike, an agreement was signed and the
strike ended. The following day a final triumphant procession marched
to Hyde Park.

24
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© Museum of London

20 TH CENTURY

1904 banner
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© Newham Archives and Local Studies Library

20 TH CENTURY

11
Thames Iron Works
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Thames Ironworks. Platers football team at the
Memorial Recreation Grounds. 1900-01
Thames Ironworks Football Club, the club that later became West Ham
United, was founded by Thames Ironworks and Shipbuilding Co. Ltd
owner Arnold Hills and foreman Dave Taylor in 1895. The ground was
originally in Hermit Road in Canning Town before moving to East Ham
then West Ham. On 5 July 1900 they reformed under the new name of
West Ham United F.C.

© Museum of London

20 TH CENTURY

Suffrage the WSPU, West Ham
In 1906 Minnie Baldcock founded the Canning Town branch of the
Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU). The WSPU was set-up
by Emmeline Pankhurst and her three daughters to achieve universal
suffrage rather than votes for those women who could meet the property
qualification imposed on existing male voters. Baldcock set-up the
Canning Town branch in an attempt to bring more working class
women to the cause.
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© Gayle Chong Kwan and Create.

21ST CENTURY

12

Ailsa Street
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Oasis Snack Bar, from The Odd Guide for Food and Nature, 2016
Ailsa Street is a 4.7 hectare site in the Lower Lea Valley that became
isolated from Poplar when the A12 road was created in the 1960’s.
The site has been increasingly occupied by scrap dealers, refuse
recycling and fly tippers. In the midst of Ailsa Street is an Oasis.

© Museum of London/Photographer Mike Seaborne.jpg

21ST CENTURY

Bow Batteries, Carpenters Row, Stratford
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20 TH CENTURY

© Museum of London/Photographer Mike Seaborne

Brenda Askarian of Retriever Wholesale
In 2005 construction began for the 2012 London Olympic and Paralympic
Games. Many existing buildings and businesses were compulsorily
purchased and demolished during this time, as part of the long-term
regeneration plans for the areas and to improve local infrastructure,
transport connections and housing.
In 2005 an apocryphal crocodile appeared in the River Lea when boat
trippers witnessed ‘a goose being pulled underwater very quickly’. It was
suggested that the creature responsible was a large fish, a caiman or
possibly a crocodile. In 2011 a similar attack was reported to have
occurred when a large goose vanished ‘in the space of half a second’.
Other suggestions for the predator have been a snapping turtle or catfish.
A British Waterways spokeswoman said “We don’t believe there is a
crocodile in the river… but we would encourage people to get in touch
if they have seen anything”.
In 2015 work on the Lee Sewage Tunnel was completed connecting the
Abbey Mills Pumping Station with Beckton Sewage Treatment Works.
It was named Busy Lizzie by a local primary school for good luck.
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The view looking south over the Channelsea River from the
Greenway puts in sharp contrast the natural riverine landscape,
the listed gas holders at Twelvetrees Crescent – remnants
of the industrial revolution – and the modern economic
powerhouse of Canary Wharf. © 5th Studio
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The valley has a long history of recycling London’s waste.
This still takes place along Bidder Street, where many
companies are located sorting and recycling everything
from scrap metal to waste paper. © 5th Studio
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The panorama from Twelvetrees Crescent bridge over Bow Locks. There is evidence suggesting that locks have existed here
controlling access between the tidal Bow Creek and the canal since as early as the 14th Century to aid the transfer of goods by water.
© 5th Studio

The lighthouse at Trinity Buoy Wharf, the only lighthouse in London, was constructed as an experimental lighthouse for the Trinity
Lighthouse corporation whose workshops and stores were located at the mouth of the Lea. © 5th Studio
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SECTION
TWO
CONTINUING THE STORY:
PROPOSALS FOR PROJECTS
AND COMMISSIONS
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The Leaway is the latest turn in the story of
the River Lea. The cultural life of the River and
surrounding terrain is as dynamic as ever. In
this section a series of proposals are presented
for a public programme of artistic and cultural
activity along the Leaway. The document
proposes ways in which artists, historians,
local residents, children and other experts
can contribute to a programme of new activity
along the Leaway, resulting in new perspectives
testifying to the ongoing evolution of London.
All proposals are built around a strong
commitment to collaborate with communities
living in east London and participation from
visitors to the Leaway. Two of the proposals
are built around targeted research and
collaboration with communities connected
to the area in order to inform new permanent
works of art in the public sphere.
Each project proposal provides some
background, gives a sense of the audience
and an indicative budget. It is suggested that
in almost all cases, the commissioner engages
with organisations who are experienced at
delivering this kind of work. A list of
stakeholders and potential partners is
listed at the end of this document.
There are three types of project proposed here:
1	Projects that support community
engagement and bring new
visitors to the Leaway.
2	Permanent public realm art commissions.
3	Projects that support new
local infrastructure.
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Projects that support community engagement
and bring new visitors to the Leaway:

THE FESTIVAL OF STINK
Synopsis
The Festival of Stink will take place over two
weeks at Abbey Mills Water Pumping Station
and at nearby spaces on the River Lea
including Twelve Trees, Canning Town
Riverside, Cody Dock, Canning Town Riverside,
Silvocea Way or East India Dock Basin.
Here children and adults will take part in an
ambitious programme of engaging, smelly
and mind-bending activities capturing the
imagination of audiences through science,
art and engineering.
Take part in river dredging, make the world
biggest stink bomb, see inside the infamous
‘Cathedral of Sewage’, meet the ghost of
Bazalgette, travel down a sewer and meet
scientists and engineers to find out what they
are doing to solve Earth’s next big challenges.
Engineer Sir Joseph William Bazalgette from
Enfield is an important hero of London. Unlike
Sir Christopher Wren his monuments are found
beneath the ground. Today the sewage system
designed by him over one hundred and fifty
years ago continues to service a city of eight
million people.
In 1858 hot weather exacerbated the smell of
untreated human waste and industrial effluent
on the banks of the River Thames and resulted
in The Big Stink. Life became intolerably smelly
and dangerous in London.
The engineer Joseph Bazalgette proposed
a new revolutionary sewage system to move
effluent away from the metropolitan area
and between 1865-1868 The Abbey Mills
Pumping Station (1865-68) was built. It was
architecturally very extravagant and has come
to be known as the ‘cathedral of sewage’.

36
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Potential delivery partners
Museum of London, Thames Water, London
Borough of Newham, London Borough Tower
Hamlets, Queen Mary University/University of
East London, University of Greenwich.
A programme co-ordinated by a lead
organisation with an strong and established
public engagement programme such as the
Museum of London, with a wide programme of
activities led by academics and professionals
working in engineering, public health, the arts
and museums.
Audience
Aiming to appeal an audience of around 35,000
– 70,000 of all ages - local targeted audiences,
London-wide, visitors from outside of London.
This festival aims to plant the historic
significance of the Leaway firmly in the minds
of potential visitors to east London and beyond.
The event aims to take an accessible, fun and
educational approach to thinking about history,
engineering, and science.
Local engagement
Working with primary and secondary schools
in London Borough of Tower Hamlets and
Newham, Waltham Forest and Hackney to build
a programme of free booked visits for whole
schools supported through teachers’ resources
to connect with the National Curriculum. The
project will invite local experts such as amateur
historians and local history groups to contribute
to the programme.

Timescale
A two-week programme coinciding with either
the spring or autumn half term in order to attract
both families and educational institutions.
Cost
£110,000-£150,000 (all costs are estimated.
Projects costs are based on a model whereby
an external organisation delivers projects).

Great stink Cartoon from Punch Magazine,
Volume 29 Page 26; 21 July 1855
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Large quantities of the scrap metal from London’s construction
industry are still sorted in the Valley, including at the European
Metal Recycling site on Bidder street illustrated here.
© 5th Studio
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Projects that support community engagement
and bring new visitors to the Leaway:

GRIME VALLEY

Young people from Poplar HARCA’s Spotlight Youth Centre, 2015, performing at The History of Grime,
organised by Create and Spotlight Youth Centre. Image Emil Charlaff.
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Synopsis
Grime is a genre of music associated with an
area bordering the River Lea. Wiley, Dizzee
Rascal and Tinchy Stryder all grew up in Poplar
and Bow and went on to achieve huge musical
acclaim around at the start of the millennium.
Informed by Jungle and Garage music styles,
Grime moved away from the influences of
House music towards darker themes and
sounds and told the stories of young people
growing up in the shadow of Canary Wharf.
In 2015 Create worked with Poplar HARCA’s
Spotlight Youth Centre in Poplar to organise
A History of Grime event for young people living
in Newham and Tower Hamlets. The event was
overwhelmingly popular and indicated how
influential this artistic phenomenon is for young
people growing up in east London. In 2015 the
London Legacy Development Corporation
worked with Bigga Fish to present UFest in
the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park attracting
3500 young people. We hope to build on this
energy to present an even more ambitious
scale of event.
A major 2-day event is proposed to celebrate
the story of Grime music, hosted by a major
Grime artist, at Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park,
with a strong line-up of high profile acts, new
younger talent and major coverage thorough
the BBC.
This event will take place in the landscape of
the River Lea with stages for live performance
potentially located at Three Mills Green,
Canning Town Riverside, Cody Dock, Silvocea
Way or East India Dock Basin.
A.	Canning Town Riverside,
London Borough of Newham.
B.	Silvocea Way,
London Borough of Tower Hamlets.
C.	Three Mills Green,
London Borough of Newham.
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Those future stars that are now growing up
near the Leaway deserve to be celebrated in
a major music event delivered in collaboration
with the London Boroughs of Tower Hamlets
and Newham. This extremely youthful musical
genre could lend to the Leaway an edge that
encourages young people growing up locally
to value their local history and their own
contribution to the cultural story of London.
Potential delivery partners: The Barbican, BBC,
Poplar HARCA’s Spotlight Youth Centre, Create
Jobs, London Boroughs of Newham and Tower
Hamlets, Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
Audience
20-30,000 young people from east London and
beyond with around 500 young people working
to deliver the event.
Local engagement
Work with local youth providers such as
Community Music and Spotlight Youth Centre
to ensure that young people living locally
perform and participate in the running of this
important event. Support overall project with
a programme of work placements for young
people in east London.
Timescale
2-day festival with development period of
2 years. This development period is long to
support robust community development and
professional development opportunities for
young people living in east London.
Cost
£200,000-£250,000 (all costs are estimated.
Projects costs are based on a model whereby
an external organisation delivers projects).

Canning Town Riverside, London Borough of Newham. © 5th Studio

Silvocea Way, London Borough of Tower Hamlets. © 5th Studio

Three Mills Green, London Borough of Newham.
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Projects that support new local infrastructure

WORKHOUSE FOR WORDS
Synopsis
The most compelling histories of the River Lea
exist only in the oral testimonies of people who
have lived and worked in the area over the past
eighty years. The stories of working people
don’t often reside in publications, or monuments
and are vulnerable to being lost in time.
Text and typography have been an important
part of the cultural vernacular of the area
throughout history. From political pamphlets,
to boat painting to the marketing and
packaging of products such as soap and
matches – text-based art has played a
significant part in the cultural life of the area.
We propose to set-up a sign-painting ‘shop’
based along the River Lea. Here a team made
up of a community archivist and artists and
sign painters will transform oral histories into
text-based art works to be displayed along the
River Lea.
The workshop will be a public space open
five days a week where a public programme of
workshops and talks will take place to facilitate
the gathering of oral histories from people
who have experience of living and working
on the Leaway.
In this space visitors will be able to watch as
fragments of history are transformed into large
scale painted text-based works to be installed
along the River Lea. Text-based works will be
developed to match the ambition and
architectural scale of the new Leaway.
Text works will be created to run across
bridges, along docks, and pathways.
We hope these new works will open up
important fragments of cultural history from the
Leaway connecting local people with their own
heritage whilst opening up this history to
people from outside of the area.
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Potential delivery partners
Lead partner: V&A Museum, Eastside
Community Heritage, Tower Hamlets Archives,
Cody Dock.
Audience
This project aims to take very local histories
and give them broad and popular appeal by
presenting them at a large and ambitious scale
in the public sphere.
The programme will serve as a public and
open-ended invitation to anyone with a
connection to the area to participate by
contributing their stories. The installed artworks
will form a route that will be promoted widely
through mainstream press, art press and
listings for visitors to east London and the
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.
Local engagement
Working with east London councils and service
providers to facilitate links with a broad range
of communities and groups including older
people, young people, schools, history
societies, and unions.
Timescale
The overall project will last two years with the
finished works installed as a complete series
by the end of this period.
Cost
£130,000-£180,000 (all costs are estimated.
Projects costs are based on a model whereby
an external organisation delivers projects).

Projects that support new local infrastructure

RIVER LEA PLEASURE BOAT
Synopsis
We propose a new community-owned museum
housing materials loaned from the Museum of
London and other east London archives such
as Tower Hamlets Archives and Newham
Archives. This boat will take visitors to the
Leaway on guided regular trips along the
waterway.
Hosted by local residents trained by specialists
and paid to work there, the Museum will
provide jobs for local people and will give
visitors an insider’s view of the incredible River
Lea area. A charge for boat trips will generate
income for this small community-led charity.
Potential delivery partners: lead organisation
– Cody Dock/ Trinity Buoy Wharf, Museum of
London, London Boroughs of Newham and
Tower Hamlets.
Audience
Tourists and other visitors of all ages visiting the
Queen Elisabeth Olympic Park – galvanising
interest in the Leaway by linking with the
existing success of the Park.

Timescale
A permanent long term concern, this project
would take 2 years to develop including
renovating an existing boat, recruiting and
training staff to work there, developing a
display of artefacts, and marketing the
new service.
Cost
£300,000-£375,000 (all costs are estimated.
Projects costs are based on a model whereby
an external organisation delivers projects with
practical support from LLDC).
Costs will include:
—	Renovation of boat
—	Design and installation of
museum-standard exhibition space
—	Interpretation costs
—	Salary for curator to curate and
maintain the exhibition programme.
—	Salaries and training for core staff
who will operate the boat, maintain
it and promote the boat tours.

Local engagement
The project should be set-up with both the
London Borough of Tower Hamlets and
Newham supporting the recruitment of staff
through their services for young people and
older people.

For centuries the River Lea was an important navigation route,
with boats bringing goods from around the world. Some traffic
still remains on the river, with large quantities of spoil being
removed from the Lee and Tideway Tunnel construction sites
by barge. © 5th Studio
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Distribution of Wealth from The Odd Guide to Trade and Industry, 2016, by Carly Musson.
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Permanent public realm commissions

GHOST STORES
Synopsis
There are ghosts of past industries along the
Leaway. From boat building to soap production,
previous generations worked in treacherous
working conditions and contributed to the
success of London as a global trading power.
Today Sainsbury’s and Amazon are the new
face of global commerce and service industries
on the River Lea.
A new commissioned work of art in the public
sphere will respond to the hugely important
industrial and commercial history of the Lea
Valley. This new work by a respected and
established artist will bring this story to life in
the public sphere, and raise the profile of the
area. Ultimately the commission aims to raise
the significance and visibility of this history that
has such importance for London as a global
centre of commerce today.

The Line has already brought a series of
existing temporary sculptures to the Leaway in
a high profile programme. In contrast, these
proposals suggest further artworks to be
commissioned relating specifically to the area
and relating directly to the experiences of
communities living there.
We invite an artist to respond to the history of
trade and industry in a new body of work sited
in public and private spaces along the Leaway.
Reflecting on, amongst many other themes,
maritime history, industrial disputes and
women’s suffrage this series of new works will
celebrate an illustrious history of London that
has been at risk of being lost.
Working with partners along the Leaway we
hope to locate this work at key sites such as
Cody Tock, Trinity Buoy Wharf, East India Dock
Basin, Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and with
other sites to be considered.

F. Pier by Jorge Pardo. Skulptur Projekte 1997. Location: Aasee, Münster, Germany
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Many artists choose to make work with strong
connections to space, time or history, outside
of gallery spaces and some make work
connected to particular communities outside of
the sphere of art. A great context for art outside
of the gallery space is the Munster Skulptur
Projekte. Every ten years artists from around
the world are invited to make new works for the
public sphere in one small town in Germany.
Each Projekte functions as a survey for how
artists are thinking about the public sphere.
Here we suggest artists indicative of this kind of
practice. They each have a strong object-based
practice drawing on elements of research,
history and connections with communities
outside of the artwork. For example:
—	Superflex: Superflex is a Danish artists
group founded in 1993 by Jakob Fenger,
Rasmus Nielsen and Bjørnstjerne
Christiansen.

SUPERFLEX presented Waste Water Fountain
as part of Emscherkunst 2016. Emscherkunst is
a triennial taking place in Germany. The 50 km
long art trail considers the changing nature of
the Emscher River and the urban and industrial
transformation of the landscape in the
Ruhr area.
Jeremy Deller is an English conceptual, video
and installation artist.
This interactive, bouncy artwork, at once a
homage to Stonehenge and the anarchic
cultures of Hawkwind, Bruce Lacey and Ken
Russell allowed audiences to literally leap into
ancient Britain in a lighthearted and irreverent
way. Designed as a touring project, Sacrilege
was launched in April at the Glasgow
International Festival of Visual Art then to
33 other sites across the UK.
Chad McCail is a Scottish conceptual artist that
paints, draws and prints.

Sacrilege (Inflatable Stonehenge), Jeremy Deller, Greenwich, 2012 Courtesy of the artist.
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Chad McCail’s mural presents a multi-layered
history of the Becontree Estate in Dagenham
from it’s inception in 1921 to the current day
informed by his many conversations with
local people.
Potential delivery partners: lead partnerWhitechapel Gallery/Chisenhale Gallery/Create,
Museum of London, and Sainsburys (and other
major companies located on the Leaway route).
Audience
This new work aims to establish the important
histories of the Leaway in mainstream public
consciousness through a serious and highly
ambitious new artistic commission. The works
will be promoted broadly to art audiences,
tourists, and mainstream press and will seek
to galvanise local interest in the legacy of the
River and pride in the commitment local
communities have made to the story of London.

Local engagement
The new work should be tied closely with
research and local connections with people still
living and working today on the Leaway. This
programme of research should be led and
supported by an experienced arts organisation
with experience of supporting both artists and
communities to connect.
Engagement with the final art works should be
supported through a programme of tours and
supporting resources for general audiences and
targeted groups such as schools and
community groups.
Timescale
2 years from the point of commissioning to
conceive the work and fabricate and install.
Cost
£150,000-£210,000 (all costs are estimated.
Projects costs are based on a model whereby
an external organisation delivers projects with
practical support from LLDC).

This Used to be Fields, Chad McCail, 2014, Photo: Emil Charlaff.
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Permanent public realm commissions

LEST WE FORGET
Synopsis
We propose a new monument to commemorate
and celebrate the migration of people, ideas
and flora and fauna to and from the UK, as a
result of the history of the East India Company.
This public sculpture will be a new artist
commission to commemorate the huge
contributions made by the Lascars who worked
on British ships right up until the 1970’s located
near the site of the East India Dock. The often
tragic stories of the Lascars present us with
a platform to celebrate the many histories of
immigration to this country including those
of the Chinese and Bangladeshi communities
in east London. In order to produce this
monument we propose to create a team of
experts in this area of history and to invite
proposals from a number of high profile artists
in a public competition.
Potential delivery partners:
lead organisation - The V&A Museum, The
Museum of London, The Swadhinata Trust,
London Borough of Newham and Tower
Hamlets.
Audience
This commission is intended to take centre
stage in any presentation of the history of
the River Lea and east London and will be
communicated to a broad audience of all ages.
Local engagement
It is essential that this new work is used to
support learning and discussion around the
histories of migration and trade and industry
in Britain’s colonial past. The project would be
supported through a programme of talks and
educational sessions for schools and other
visiting groups.
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Timescale
2 years to commission, fabricate and install
the work alongside a programme of public
engagement.
Cost
£120,000-£250,000 (all costs are estimated.
Projects costs are based on a model whereby
an external organisation delivers projects with
practical support from LLDC).

Lascars on board the ‘Dunera’ © National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London
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POTENTIAL DELIVERY STAKEHOLDERS

This is a list of organisations which have
existing links and knowledge relating to the
Leaway who could be potential delivery
partners on the proposed projects. Their
existing knowledge and expertise would form
a strong basis for future activity on the Leway.

Cody Dock
This organisation has a broad community reach
as well as existing as an important local cultural
hub and venue. www.gasworksdock.org.uk

Create
Arts Organisation working across east London
to develop new art, infrastructure for the arts
and jobs. www.createlondon.org

Museum of London
This significant institution has offered to loan
and donate artefacts and are supportive of the
curatorial approach of the Leaway. www.
museumoflondon.org.uk/museum-london

 th Studio
5
Architects and designers of the Lea River Park.
www.5thstudio.co.uk

London
Borough of Tower Hamlets
Local authority jointly responsible for the
Governance of the Lea River Park.



The Line
Sculpture trail along the river Lea
www.the-line.org

 ondon Borough of Newham
L
Local authority jointly responsible for the
Governance of the Lea River Park.

Bow Arts
Local arts charity who are currently carrying out
research into the history of materials on the Lea
www.bowarts.org/whats-on/exhibitions-andevents/community-steering-group-for-heritageproject

Poplar HARCA
A social landlord with 5000 properties in the
south-east of Tower Hamlets, with a dedicated
arts and culture team. www.poplarharca.co.uk

Thames 21
Organisation with broad reaching community
links and a possible venue.
www.thames21.org.uk

 anal and Rivers Trust
C
This organisation owns and manages the
waterways, and has a dedicated Arts and
Culture Team. www.canalrivertrust.org.uk
 ea Valley Regional Park Authority
L
This organisation owns East India Dock Basin,
Bow Creek Ecology Park and Three Mills
Green.
 rinity Buoy Wharf
T
This organisation has a broad community reach
as well as existing as an important hub for
creative organisations and as an arts venue.
www.trinitybuoywharf.com
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The Leaway project is funded by:

